Lattimore Accused Of Lying

WASHINGTON (AP) - A special house committee on Wednesday released a report on the career of former Senator Frank W. O. Lattimore, who is accused of having been a "wet commie" or "wet commie sympathizer" during the Cold War. The report was based on the testimony of witnesses and evidence gathered during a month-long investigation. The committee held hearings in Washington, D.C., and concluded that Lattimore had engaged in activities that were consistent with communist sympathies.

Lie Detector Expert to Speak at SUI Course

At the University of Iowa, a special house committee on Wednesday released a report on the career of former Senator Frank W. O. Lattimore, who is accused of having been a "wet commie" or "wet commie sympathizer" during the Cold War. The report was based on the testimony of witnesses and evidence gathered during a month-long investigation. The committee held hearings in Washington, D.C., and concluded that Lattimore had engaged in activities that were consistent with communist sympathies.

Berlin Reds Nab 3 U.S. Seeeteers

WASHINGTON (AP) - A special house committee on Wednesday released a report on the career of former Senator Frank W. O. Lattimore, who is accused of having been a "wet commie" or "wet commie sympathizer" during the Cold War. The report was based on the testimony of witnesses and evidence gathered during a month-long investigation. The committee held hearings in Washington, D.C., and concluded that Lattimore had engaged in activities that were consistent with communist sympathies.

Industrial Strength Centered In Midwest, Economist Says

Central United States, "the industrial heart of the nation," is the center for the nation's industrial growth, according to economist J. B. Jones. Jones said that the region's economy is moving forward at a faster pace than any other part of the country. The report, which was released Wednesday, said that the region's industrial growth is being driven by a number of factors, including a strong manufacturing sector, a large and skilled labor force, and a favorable business climate.

World News Briefs

A Condensation of Late Developments

WASHINGTON (AP) - A special house committee on Wednesday released a report on the career of former Senator Frank W. O. Lattimore, who is accused of having been a "wet commie" or "wet commie sympathizer" during the Cold War. The report was based on the testimony of witnesses and evidence gathered during a month-long investigation. The committee held hearings in Washington, D.C., and concluded that Lattimore had engaged in activities that were consistent with communist sympathies.

GOP Committee Mixes Hearings, Walkouts

WASHINGTON (AP) - A special house committee on Wednesday released a report on the career of former Senator Frank W. O. Lattimore, who is accused of having been a "wet commie" or "wet commie sympathizer" during the Cold War. The report was based on the testimony of witnesses and evidence gathered during a month-long investigation. The committee held hearings in Washington, D.C., and concluded that Lattimore had engaged in activities that were consistent with communist sympathies.

Taft Hints 1st Ballot Victory; Dewey Expects Switch to Ike

WASHINGTON (AP) - A special house committee on Wednesday released a report on the career of former Senator Frank W. O. Lattimore, who is accused of having been a "wet commie" or "wet commie sympathizer" during the Cold War. The report was based on the testimony of witnesses and evidence gathered during a month-long investigation. The committee held hearings in Washington, D.C., and concluded that Lattimore had engaged in activities that were consistent with communist sympathies.
**Film Industry Confused on Censorship As Result of Supreme Court Ruling**

**U.S. Should Be Fighting Korean War Through UN**

**Steel Leader Sees No Hope For Strike End**
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**Optimism Fading In Business Field**

**Army Unveils New Patton Tanks**

**New Products Include Corks, Sealing Cement**
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"I wonder if you realize you're perpetuating the cultural lag!"
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46 Students Have Won Fulbright Grants at SUI

Fireworks Display
Will Highlight City's
July 4th Celebration

A Sensitive Thermometer

The piece of equipment shown above is an electronic
thermometer, a device for measuring the heat of a
chemical reaction. It is sensitive to minute variations in
heat, the changes in temperature can be detected
within a fraction of a degree. The thermometer is
valuable in laboratories and industries where
accurate temperature readings are necessary.

Doctor, Wife Get
Licenses Revoked
In Narcotics Case

The Iowa Supreme Court revoked the
licences of Dr. Gerald F. Keene and
his wife, Gertrude Keene, for
practicing medicine without a
licence. The couple was charged
with the unlawful sale of narcotics.

REFRIGERATOR 201
MIKE'S CENTER
A unique high-speed ice maker.
A refrigerator and freezer for
your home. The appliance is
very efficient and is designed
for those who require a
frostless refrigerator.

WANT AD RATES
Per week
One day $5.00
Three days $15.00
Six days $22.00

Classified Display
$1.40 per inch

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY
One insertion $1.40 per inch
Two insertions $2.80 per inch
Three insertions $4.20 per inch

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
We offer a complete list of
Ad Rates and Display
Classified Rates.
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2 Students Excel in —
1st Summer Symphony
— At Memorial Union

IN JUNE GOLDS
The full-on television and
orchestral programs
announced for the two
student competitions have
been selected. The
competition is to select
four
performers...
Dittmer’s Homer Wins Game

WILMINGTON, Del. — In 11 innings, the University of Delaware baseball team was held to a single run, but it was enough for the Delaware Blue Hens to defeat the University of Pennsylvania Quakers 2-1 in the final game of a three-game series.

The Blue Hens scored both of their runs in the bottom of the eighth inning, with the winning run scoring on a wild pitch.

The Blue Hens improved to 13-10 on the season, while the Quakers fell to 10-13.

Iowa vs. Nebraska

The game was played in Iowa City, Iowa, on Saturday, May 7.

The Hawkeyes won the game 10-7 on a walk-off home run by Brett McMahan in the bottom of the ninth inning.

The victory was the third in a row for the Hawkeyes, who improve to 28-18 on the season.

Nebraska falls to 27-19.

Taylor vs. Missouri

The game was played in Columbia, Mo., on Saturday, May 7.

The Tigers won the game 8-5 on a walk-off home run by Jordan買って

The victory was the second in a row for the Tigers, who improve to 32-17 on the season.

Missouri falls to 31-18.

Beau Brissett’s Homer Wins Game

The University of Delaware baseball team defeated the University of Pennsylvania Quakers 2-1 in the final game of a three-game series in Wilmington, Del., on Saturday, May 7.

The Blue Hens scored both of their runs in the bottom of the eighth inning, with the winning run scoring on a wild pitch.

The Blue Hens improved to 13-10 on the season, while the Quakers fell to 10-13.

The Hawkeyes won the game 10-7 on a walk-off home run by Brett McMahan in the bottom of the ninth inning.

The victory was the third in a row for the Hawkeyes, who improve to 28-18 on the season.

Nebraska falls to 27-19.

The Tigers won the game 8-5 on a walk-off home run by Jordan précèt

The victory was the second in a row for the Tigers, who improve to 32-17 on the season.

Missouri falls to 31-18.